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This paper provides further contributions to the theory of linear sufficiency and 
linear completeness. The notion of linear sufliciency was introduced by Baksalary 
and Kala (1981, Ann. Starist. 9. 913-916) and Drygas (in press, Sankhya) with 
respect to the linear model E,v = Xb, var JJ = If. In addition to correcting an inade- 
quate proof of [S], the relationship to an earlier definition and to the theory of 
linear prediction is also demonstrated. Moreover, the notion is extended to the 
model Ey = Xl, var y = rr? V. Its connection with sufficiency under normality is 
investigated. An example illustrates the results. ( 1987 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let y be a random vector that takes values in the n-dimensional 
Euclidian space R” with mean Xfl and variance-covariance matrix V as 
y - (a, v, pElR”. (1.1) 
X and V are known (n x p) and (n x n) matrices, respectively, while /I E Rp 
is a vector composed of p unknown parameters. If y is normally distributed 
we write 1’ N N( X/?, V). 
In the model ( 1.1) Baksalary and Kala [2] and Drygas [IS] introduced 
the notion of linear sufficiency and linear completeness of a linear statistic 
Ly. 
DEFINITION. (a) Ly is called linearly sufficient, if for all linearly 
estimable functions c’fi there is a linear function h’Ly that is the best linear 
unbiased estimator (BLUE) of c’fl. 
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(b) Ly is called linearly complete, if each function a’Ly that has 
expected value Ep(a’Ly) = 0 for all fl E RP vanishes almost surely (as.). 
It must be emphasized that for arbitrary linear mappings Cy the 
expression “Cy = 0 a.s.” makes sense in the linear model even if the 
underlying distribution of y is unknown. One has to ensure only that mean 
and variance of Cy both equal 0. This is equivalent to CX= 0 and CV= 0. 
It is convenient to sum the two conditions into a single one. Appropriate 
for this purpose is the mapping 
w= v+xux (1.2) 
introduced by Rao [ 111. U is an arbitrary symmetric matrix satisfying 
im W=im X+im V=im X@ V(ker X’). (1.3) 
Regarding notation, im X means the range ( = column space) of X, x’ the 
transpose of X, while ker X’ consists of all elements a with X’a = 0. @ 
denotes the direct sum. 
A possible choice for U in (1.2) is Z, the identity matrix, or 0, provided 
im X is a subspace of im V. We state as a result. 
1.4. LEMMA. Cy = 0 a.s. iff C W= 0. 
In fact, one can neglect all elements outside im W, because they form a 
null set of the model ( 1.1). For that reason it causes no loss of generality to 
assume that im W covers the whole space R”. Instead, statements and 
proofs become clearer when W is regular. 
For convenience let us now summarize essential results of [2] and [8]. 
1.5. THEOREM. (a) Ly is linearly sufficient iff 
(i) imXcim WL’. 
If y is normally distributed this is equivalent to ordinary sufficiency. 
(b) LJJ is Iineariy complete iff im VL c im LX. Zf y is normally dis- 
tributed this is equivalent to ordinary completeness. 
(c) Ly is linearly suf‘jkient and linearly complete, i.e., sufficient and 
complete in the normal case, iff 
(ii) im X=im WL’. 
Condition (1.5(i)) was derived in [2], while the equivalence to ordinary 
sufficiency was established in [S]. But, unfortunately, the proof fails in the 
reverse direction. It will be rectified in Section 6. Finally, parts (b) and (c) 
are proved in [S]. 
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Besides contributing further results to the theory of linear sufficiency, the 
aim of this paper is to extend the idea to the case in which the variance of y 
is a’V, C? being an unknown parameter. Because of the intended 
application to normal variables, we presuppose that the moments of y coin- 
cide with the moments of a normally distributed vector up to order four. 
Usually, this property is called “quasinormal.” We express it as 
Y - Q(W, a2V), fieRP, a’>O. (1.6) 
In the next section we present a few preliminaries, then proceed to 
examine linear sufficiency from other points of view. Following this, 
quadratic concepts are developed and our results presented. They are 
illustrated by an example in Section 5. In order not to interrupt the text, 
proofs of the propositions are placed at the end of this paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We recall some known facts about estimators in the linear model that 
will be used in subsequent investigations. In the model (1.1) there exists a 
BLUE Gy of Xfi. It is uniquely determined on im W by 
GX=X and GV(kerX’)=O (2.1) 
(see [7]). One can always express G in the form 
G=X(X’W-X)- X’W-, (2.2) 
where Wp denotes an arbitrary g-inverse of W (see [ 11 I). Actually, Gy is 
an orthogonal projection onto im X with respect to the inner product 
y’ W-y in im W. As a result one has the symmetries 
GW=GWG’= WC’ and GV=GVG’= VG’. (2.3) 
Similarly for H = I- G in place of G. Then 
HW=HWH’= WH’=HV=HVH’=VH’. (2.4) 
Also, it follows immediately from (2.1) that 
HX=O and HVu = Va if X’a = 0. (2.5) 
Note that in the quasinormal model (1.6) quadratic forms y’Ay are taken 
to estimate a2. Analogous to (1.4) is 
2.6. LEMMA. Let A be symmetric. Then y’Ay = 0 ax in the model (1.6) 
iff WAW=O. 
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ProoJ: Let y’Ay = 0 a.s. Then 0 = E( y’Ay ) = fl’xlAX/I + 0’ tr(A V), 
where tr denotes the trace operator. From this we get X’AX= 0. As a result 
of the assumption of quasinormality we have 
0 = var(y’Ay) = 4cr2fi’X’A VAXB + 20~ tr(A VA V). 
Writing V= RR’ we obtain O=X’ARR’AX= (X’AR)(X’AR)’ and 0= 
tr(ARR’ARR’) = tr(R’AR)(R’AR), which results in 0 = X’AR and 0 = R’AR. 
Where before we had x’,IX= 0, we now have in addition X’AV= 0 and 
VA V= 0. These three equations together combine to give WA W= 0. The 
proof of the converse is straightforward since y E im W a.s. 
The parameter 0’ is estimable if im V is not contained in im X, i.e., f # 0, 
wherefis the dimension of V(ker x’) (cf. 1.3). The best quadratic unbiased 
estimator (BQUE) offa* can be written in the form 
y’H’V-Hy (2.7) 
(see [7]). From (2.6), a quadratic form y’Sy is also a BQUE offa* if and 
only if WSW= WH’V-HW= HVV- VH’= HVH’= HV (cf. 2.4) i.e., 
WSW= HV, (2.8) 
which is easily seen to be equivalent to 
wsx=o and 1 VSV=HV. (2.9) 
In this paper Gy and y’Sy are always understood to be the BLUE of Xg 
and the BQUE offo2, respectively. 
3. FURTHER ASPECTS OF LINEAR SUFFICIENCY 
In addition to 1.5(i), the following algebraic descriptions will be useful: 
3.1. PROPOSITION. (a) Ly is linearly sufficient iff 
(i) ker Lnim WC V(ker X’), or 
(ii) there is a linear D such that DLX= X and DLV is symmetric, 
or 
(iii) there is a linear B such that BLX= X and BLVL’ = VL’. 
(b) Ly is linearly sufficient and linearly complete iff 
(iv) ker Lnim W= V(ker X’). 
Condition (iii) has the following statistical interpretation: A statistic 
BLy + b in R” is called best linear predictor of y given Ly, if it minimizes 
683/21,,?-9 
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the mean square error E, 1 y - BLy - h 1’. This is accomplished if B and b 
satisfy the equations BLVL’ = VL’ and h = X/3 - BLXfl. (See [S]. If y is 
normal the best linear predictor is the conditional expectation; cf. the proof 
of (1.5) in Sect. 6.) Condition (iii) of Proposition 3.1 now illustrates that LJ 
is linearly sufficient if and only if there exists, independent of fi, a best 
linear predictor of y given Ly. In this way, the theory of linear prediction 
provides another approach to linear sufficiency. 
In 1963 Barnard [ 31 proposed a definition of linear sufficiency that dif- 
fers from the one given above. It evolves from a property of sufficient 
statistics stated in a theorem by Basu [4]: A statistic t independent of a 
sufficient zc is ancillary, provided certain regularity conditions are met. (t is 
called ancillary, if the marginal distribution of t does not depend on the 
unknown parameter.) Basu’s theorem holds true in the normal model 
y - N(X/?, V) if and only if im X is a subspace of im V. Accordingly, Bar- 
nard called Ly linearly sufficient in this case, if each linear Cy uncorrelated 
with Ly has expectation independent of fl. This definition is equivalent to 
our notion of linear sufficiency, provided im X is contained in im V (see 
[S]). Otherwise, one has to modify the definition of Barnard as is done in 
Proposition 3.2. (The proposal in [S] does not yield the desired result.) 
3.2. PROPOSITION. Ly is linearly sufficient iJf,for each Cy uncorrelated 
with Ly there exists a linear F such that 
E,J Cy) = FLy a.s.,for all /I E Rp. 
4. QUADRATIC CONCEPTS 
We now assume that y is quasinormal as in (1.6), i.e., 
Y - Pm, fJ2 0 /kw,02>0. 
Until now, we were only concerned with estimating functions of /I. Thus, in 
general, a linear sufficient Ly will not supply enough information to 
estimate o2 optimally. In order to retain the information one should add 
one or more quadratic forms. This is also indicated by the normal theory, 
because it is well known that, for example, (Zy,, L’yt) is sufficient and 
complete for independently distributed y, - N(p, a’) (k = l,..., n). For 
simplification, this paper deals with at most one quadratic form, i.e., we 
consider statistics (Ly, y’Ty), where T is a symmetric (n x n) matrix. (For 
the general situation see [9].) 
DEFINITION. (Ly, y’Ty) is called quadraticly sufficient if Ly is linearly 
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sufficient and there exists a symmetry n and a real c( such that 
y’L’nL*v + ccy’Ty is the BQUE offa’. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. (Ly, y’Ty) is quadraticly sufjkient iff 
(i) kerLnim WC V(kerX’)nkerX’Tnker(Z-crVT) or 
(ii) imX+im VTX+im(V-al’TV)cim WL’forsomecrER 
The case T= 0 deserves special attention. If there is no quadratic term at 
all, condition (4.li) reduces to ker L n im W = 0. That means Ly is injective 
as. and therefore provides no esstential reduction of the data. If in addition 
L)l is linearly complete then V(ker X’) = ker L n im W = 0 (cf. 3.1 (b)), i.e., 
rr7 is not estimable (cf. Sect. 2) as is to be expected. 
4.2. COROLLARY. Ly is quadratic1.y sufficient iff ker L n im W= 0. 
Investigating the relationship of quadratic sufficiency and ordinary suf- 
ficiency is rather more complicated now than it was for linear statistics. But a 
theorem due to Seely [ 121 already covers an important case: 
4.3. THEOREM. Let y - N(XP, a2V), p E Rr, a2 > 0. G-v and y’Sy are 
independent and jointly form a sufficient and complete statistic. 
Seely’s result leads to the conjecture that quadraticly sufficient statistics 
are sufficient, since (Gq’, y’Sy) is a function of each quadraticly sufficient 
statistic a.s. But it is not true in general that a statistic is sufficient if a 
function of it is sufficient. This assertion can be proved by Neyman’s fac- 
torization theorem, though, if the probability measures are dominated by a 
o-finite measure (see [ 11). In our linear model it would mean im X is con- 
tained in im V. Nevertheless, the conjecture above can be confirmed 
altogether without this condition. 
4.4. PROPOSITION. Let y - N(J$, a2V), /3 E Rp, a2 > 0. (Ly, y’Ty) is 
sufficient provided it is quadraticly sufficient. If, moreover, Ly is linearly 
complete, then (Ly, y’Ty) is complete. 
As for the converse one can find simple examples of a sufficient 
(Ljs, y’Ty) that is not quadraticly sufficient (see [9]). This, however, can- 
not happen if y’Ty is nonnegative as. or if it is invariant a.s. (i.e., 
WTX = 0) and Ly is linearly complete. The interested reader is referred to 
[9]. Here we confine ourselves to linear statistics by showing that Ly alone 
cannot be sufficient unless it is injective a.s. 
4.5. PROPOSITION. Let y - N(Xfi, a2V), fl E RP, a2 > 0. Ly is sufficient iff 
kerLnim W=O. 
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5. EXAMPLE 
Drygas [S] investigated the following problem in regression analysis. In 
the model 
the BLUE G, y, of X,/I may already be determined. Together with the 
additional data y2 one can compute the overall BLUE Gy of Xb if the 
statistic 
is linearly sufftcient. This is the case if im V,, c im X,, but the condition is 
not necessary (see [S] ). 
Now let us suppose we are interested in estimating g2 too and for that 
reason have computed y’,S, y, in the first step. We are going to prove that 
the statistic (G, y,, yr, J”,S, yl) is quadratically sufficient in the joint model 
(5.1) if and only if 
im V,, cim X,. (5.2) 
To show this we use condition (4.1(i)). We have 
If y = [ ;:;I is in im W, then y, is an element of im W, = im V,, + im X, and 
so 
xlTy= “;“o,Yl [ 1 =o 
by (2.9). Therefore, besides the linear sufhciency of (Gr y, , y2), we are left 
with the condition ker L n im W c ker(Z- crV7’) for some real CC. Because 
kerLnim W= 
kerG, ;im W,]=[f”ll(k;rX;)] 
the last inclusion means that for each a in ker &’ we must have 
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Since V,,S, V,,a = H, V,,a = V,,a (cf. (2.5) and (2.9)), CI must equal 1 and 
V2, S, V, 1 a = 0. However, 
V,, S, V,,(ker X’,) = V,, W; W, S, V,,(ker X’,) 
= Vz, W,- V,, S, V,,(ker X’,) (because X’,S, W, =0) 
= V2, W;H, V,,(ker X’,) (cf. 2.9) 
= V2, W; V,,(ker X’,) (cf. 2.5) 
= V,, W,- W,(ker X’,)= V,,(ker X;). 
The latter vanishes if and only if ker Xi is contained in ker V,, , from which 
(5.2) is concluded by taking orthogonal complements. As mentioned above, 
condition (5.2) already ensures the linear sufficiency of (G, y,, yz). 
Therefore, it must be equivalent to the quadratic sufficiency of (G, y,, y,, 
y’,S, y,). If, moreover, y is normally distributed this statistic will be suf- 
ficient when (5.2) holds. Allowing for the remark after (4.4), the inclusion 
(5.2) is also a necessary condition for sufficiency, because y’Ty = y;S1 y, is 
nonnegative if y E im W and hence y, E im W, . 
6. PROOFS 
Proof of (3.1(a)). (lin. suff.) + (i). Ly is linearly sufficient iff 
im Xc im WL’ (cf. 1.5(a)). Taking orthogonal complements the inclusion 
becomes ker L W c ker X’ or W- ’ (ker L) c ker X’. Now one applies W to 
obtain ker L n im WC W(ker X’) = V(ker X’). 
(i) + (ii). Because ker L n im WC V(ker X’) = ker G n im W, there is a 
linear D satisfying DLW=GW, i.e., DLX=GX=Xand DLV=GV= VG’. 
(ii) + (lin. suff.). If DLX=X and DLV= VL’D’ then DLW= 
DLV + DLXUX’ = VL’D’ + XUX’L’D’ = WL’D’. Therefore, im X = 
im DLX c im DL W = im WL’D c im WL’. Linear sufficiency now follows 
from (1.5(a)). The equivalence to (iii) will be shown in the proof of (3.2). 
Proof of (3.1 (b)). Ly is linearly sufficient and linearly complete iff 
im X= im WL’ (cf. (1.5(c)). From this, ker Ln im W= V(ker xl) is 
deduced just as in the first part of the proof of (3.1(a)); now the inclusions 
above are replaced by equations. For the converse it remains to be shown 
that if im WL’ c im X then V(ker X’) c ker L n im W. Now im WL’ c im X 
means ker X’ c ker L W= Wp ‘(ker L), i.e., W(ker xl) c ker L n im W. The 
required inclusion follows from W(ker X’) = V(ker xl). 
Proof ef (3.2). Cy and Ly are uncorrelated iff 0 = cov(Cy, Lv) = CVL’. 
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On the other hand, E(Cy) equals FLy almost surely iff E(FLy) = 
FLXD = CXB and var(FLy) = FL VL’F = 0. Thus, Lqj satisfies the condition 
of (3.2) iff 
for all linear C with CVL’ = 0 there is a linear F with FLX = CX 
and FLV=O. (6.1) 
In order to verify (3.2) and to complete the proof of (3.1) we are going to 
show the implications (6.1) + (3.l(iii)) + (3.l(ii)) --f (6.1). 
(6.1) + (3.l(iii)). Because V is nonnegative, there is always a linear D 
with DL VL’ = VL’. Let C = I - DL. Then CVL’ = VL’ - DL VL’ = 0. Hence 
there is a linear F satisfying FLX = CX= X- DLX and FLV = 0. Now 
B = F + D meets the desired BLX = FLX + DLX = X and BLVL’ = 
FL VL’ + DL VL’ = VL’. 
(3.l(iii)) + (3.l(ii)): BLVL’B’= VL’B’ is symmetric. 
(3.l(ii) + (6.1). If CVL’=O then F= CD satisfies FLX= CDLX= CX 
and FLV= CDLV= CVL’D’=O. 
Proof of(4.1). (qu. suff.)+(i). Let y’(ctT+LAL)y=y’Sy a BQUE of 
.fa2 and let UE ker L n im W. Since LJJ is linearly sufficient we have 
UE V(ker X’), i.e., there is an a E ker X’ such that u = Va = HVu (cf. (2.5)). 
From VSV=HV (cf. (2.9)) we deduce u=HVa= VSVu= 
V(aT+ L’AL) va= V(aT+ L’AL)u=aVTu, and so O=(Z-aVT)u. 
Moreover, 0 = X’SVa = X’(crT+ L’AL) Vu = X’(crT+ L’AL)u = aX’Tu. If 
a#0 then X’Tu=O, as was to be shown. But if a=0 then ker Lnim WC 
ker(l-!xVT)=OckerX’Tas well. 
(i) + (ii). From (3.1) and ( 1.5) we already know that im Xc im WL’. 
Taking orthogonal complements in (i) yields 
V ‘(im X)+im TX+im(Z-aTV)cim L’+ker W. 
We now apply V to get 
im VTX + im( V - ct VTV) c im VL’ 
= im( W- XUx’)L’ c im WL’ + im X = im WL’. 
(ii) + (qu. suff.). Linear sufficiency of Ly is obvious due to (1.5). Besides, 
the inclusion (ii) ensures the existence of a symmetric A such that 
WL’ALW=[V-olvTV]-[aVTXUY+aXUX’TV] 
- clXUX’TXUX’ - GV, 
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for the right-hand side consists of symmetric mappings whose images are 
contained in im WL’. Rearranging the equation we obtain 
W(crT+ L’AL) W= V-GV= HV. 
Now (2.8) reveals y’(aT+ L’AL)y to be a BQUE offa*. 
In the following proofs, dealing with normal variables, we assume 
im W= IF!“. This will avoid technical matters and make the idea of the 
proofs more transparent. 
Proof of (1.5). It remains to be shown that Ly is linearly sufficient, 
provided it is sufficient. Let B be a solution of BLVL’ = VL’. The con- 
ditional distribution of y given Ly is normal again, namely, 
P.‘IL-’ - N(BLy + (I- BL) Xb, (I- BL) V) 
(see [lo]). One might expect now that, owing to sufficiency, (I- BL) X/? 
equals 0, which indeed would imply linear sufficiency (cf. (3.l(iii)) or the 
proof of theorem (4.1) in [8]). Unfortunately, sufficiency only means that 
there is a version that is independent of /I. Thus (I- BL)X need not vanish. 
Infact, if V is singular, there are restrictions on /I once we know Ly. They 
may be expressed as a function of Ly. That is why the proof in [8] fails. 
Although it can be shown that (I- BL) X/I must be a linear function of Ly, 
there is an easier way to obtain the linear sufficiency. 
As we already know from theorem (1.5), Gy is a sufficient and complete 
statistic, because ker G = V(ker X’). The Lehmann-Scheffe theorem 
therefore tells us that Gy has smallest variance within the class of all 
unbiased estimators of Xp. As a result of the Rao-Blackwell theorem, 
however, the well-defined and unbiased estimator 
I := Ep(G?i I Ly) 
is at least as good as Gy, hence 
~(LY I= GY - NJ% VI a.s. for all /? E [wP. 
Let N be the set of all y’s not satisfying this equation. Because we assumed 
im W to be W, N has Lebesque measure 0. In order to show linear suf- 
ficiency it must be verified that ker L is contained in V(ker X’), which is 
ker G. So let Lu = 0. Applying Fubini’s theorem, we get an x orthogonal to 
u such that y = x + pu is outside N for almost all real p. Inserting y in the 
above equation yields 
4( Lx) = q+( Ly) = Gy = Gx + pGu 
for almost all real p. This shows Gu = 0, which completes the proof. 
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Proof of (4.4). The proof we are going to present contains as a special 
case a different verification of Seely’s theorem (4.3) in as much as it con- 
cerns sufficiency. The “completeness” part of that theorem can be derived 
along the same lines, but it requires the utilization of Laplace transforms 
(cf. C91). 
Since Ly is linearly sufficient, there is a linear B with BLy = Gy. Together 
with Ly = LGy + LHy this implies the equivalence of Ly and (Gy, LHy). 
(Two statistics are called equivalent if they are measurable functions of 
each other a.s.) Let S = cxT+ L’AL. If C.Y = 0 then ker L = 0 (cf. the first part 
of the proof of (4.1)), i.e., Ly and y are equivalent and Ly is obviously 
sufficient. If c1# 0 then we have the equivalences 
(Lv, y’Ty ) = (Ly, ct y’ Ty) N (L-v, y’Sv) N (Gy, LHy, y’H’SHy). 
(Note that S= H’SH due to (2.7).) We must prove the sufficiency of the 
last statistic. Because GVH’ = GHV = 0, Gy and Hy are stochastically 
independent and provide the factorization 
II%” 
(G. ff) ,[w” x [w” 
N(X/?, a2V) + J/(X/l, a2GV) x N(0, a’HV) 
? + (x=Gy,z=Hy). 
Now z’Sz=z’(HV) z (cf. 2.7) is sufficient for Z= Hy- N(0, a’HV), 
because z has the density 
c(a) . exp 
1 
-&:p(HV)mm.-] 
in im HV with respect to the Lebesgue measure in that space. Since the 
family is dominated, (Lz, z ‘SZ) is sufficient as well (cf. remark following 
Theorem (4.3)). On the other hand, .Y is sufficient for x - N(Xb, a2GV). 
Together this implies the sufficiency of (x, Lz, ~‘SZ) for (x, Z) (see [6, exer- 
cise 2.71). Furthermore, (Gy, Hy) is sufficient for y because G-y + Hy = y. A 
theorem of Bahadur [ 1, Corollary 5.11 therefore reveals the sufficiency of 
the composition (Gy, LHy, y’H’SHy). 
Now let Ly be linearly complete too. Then ker L equals V(ker X’), the 
kernel of G (cf. 3.1), and so there exists a linear D with DGy = Ly. If in the 
equation S = ctT+ L’AL c( equals 0, then ker L = 0 = ker G (see above). 
Therefore a suitable A satisfies T = G’AG. If o! # 0 then T = ct ~ ‘S - L’AL = 
a- ‘S - G’D’ADG. At any rate, (Ly, y’Ty) is a function of (Gy, y’Sy) and 
must be complete because of Seely’s theorem (4.3). 
Proof of (4.5). From (1.5) we already know of the linear sufficiency of 
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Ly, i.e, ker L c V(ker X’). Seely’s theorem (4.3) together with the theorem 
of Lehmann-Scheffe implies that JJ’S~ is a uniformly best unbiased 
estimator offo*. The same argument as in the proof of (1.5) now supplies a 
function d( Ly) = E( y’Sy 1 Ly) such that 
d(LY) = Y’XY for y$n! 
N having Lebesque measure 0. Let Lu = 0. Then u = Vu, say, with X’a = 0. 
As before we find x orthogonal to u such that y = x + pu is outside N for 
almost all real p. Therefore 
$b( Lx) = fj( Ly) = pvsu + 2px’Su + X’SX. 
An argument of continuity leads to 
0 = U’SU = a’ VS Vu = a’H Va = a’ Va (cf. (2.9) and (2.5) 
and so, 0 = Vu = U, which completes the proof. 
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